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LINKEDIN
Get Ready For LinkedIn's New Look
This quarter, LinkedIn announced
that they are redesigning their
platform 1
The social network's new look will
make the user experience “easy,
inclusive, [and] enjoyable," while
putting community "front and
center"
You can expect a new streamlined
experience that will make it easier
to navigate the site and discover the
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people, events, groups,
opportunities, and content you're
looking for

Never Mispronounce a Connection's Name Again
LinkedIn recently introduced a new
feature to help users notify others of
how to pronounce their name 2
The feature incorporates an audio
recording into LinkedIn profiles,
through which users can record their
name pronunciation to add to their
profile
Once your name recording has been
added to your profile, other members
can click the speaker button next to
your name to hear how your name is
IMAGE: LINKEDIN

pronounced
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Let Others Know That You're Open to Work Opportunities
To help users advertise that they're open to new work opportunities, LinkedIn has
expanded its ‘Open to Work’ features

3

Now, users can not only privately let
recruiters know that they are open
to work, but they can also advertise
this to their larger network
With the latest 'Open to Work'
feature, users have the option to
add a #OpenToWork photo frame to
their profile pictures to allow others
to see that they are available with a
single glance
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You can activate this feature by clicking the “Show recruiters you’re open to work”
option under your profile picture

Lend a Helping Hand to Your Network
During a time when communities are coming together to support each other
more than ever, LinkedIn is making it easier to lend a hand on its platform 3
The network has announced that they're testing new features that will allow
members to help out others in their network
One of these feature includes a new "Helping Hand" prompt, which will show up
in LinkedIn posts to tell others that you’re willing to provide help
Examples of help you can provide:
General help
Career coaching
Referrals
Resume reviews
To help you control who your offer to help reaches, LinkedIn also lets you
determine who can see your Helping Hand post and even provides the option to
share the post beyond your immediate connections
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Achieve
more with
your brand
with the
latest Pages
features.
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To help you foster your business community in a time where it's challenging to
stay connected, LinkedIn introduced new features to its company Pages, including
a new 'Community' and 'Events' tabs, plus the ability to better understand your
followers

4

Community Tab
To strengthen the sense of community and connection on its platform,
LinkedIn introduced a new “My Community” tab to LinkedIn Pages
This tab is meant “to help organizations stay connected to the communities
that matter most to them”
In this tab, Page Admins can “connect [with] their employees, highlight
upcoming events, and gain invaluable insights about their brand’s
followers”
This section is also a dedicated space in which your workplace can
celebrate key accomplishments and milestones and engage with one
another
Features under the tab include:
Employee milestones like promotions, anniversaries, and new hires
Trending content from coworkers
Recommendations to connect with people you may know at your
organization
In the future, watch out for new tools in the tab, including the ability to
create and share content with your employees and ways to measure the
impact of its reach
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Events Tab
With virtual events on the rise, LinkedIn has made it easier to discover
virtual conferences, panels, and webinars happening on its platform
Pages now have an “Events” tab in the left-hand navigation bar, which
automatically features “a view of your past, present, and upcoming events
on LinkedIn” in one easy-to-access place

Page Followers Features
This quarter, LinkedIn worked on improving insights for Page Admins
To improve insights on Page followers, Pages now have a new “View Page
Followers” feature
This feature allows Admins to access insights on the individual members
who follow their Page
LinkedIn made these changes to give Admins the tools they need to “fully
understand and grow their follower base”
According to LinkedIn, these updates will help companies to better
understand their audience “so organizations can more easily share the
right content and build their LinkedIn community around the
conversations that matter most”

Impact Your Ideal Audience With LinkedIn's Ads Playbook
To help marketers maximize their advertising on LinkedIn, LinkedIn
introduced a new playbook, "LinkedIn’s Brand and Demand Playbook: How to
Spark Awareness, Engage, and Convert Your Audience Across the Buyer
Journey”

5

The playbook includes:
A break down of ad formats and targeting features
Guidance on how to reach and convert your audience
Strategies used by the best global marketers
How to use tools like LAN and retargeting
You can download the playbook for free:
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/strategyguides/linkedin-brand-to-demand-playbook
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Maximize Your Messaging on LinkedIn
Video Call Your Connections
Users can now start a video call directly from
a message thread on LinkedIn

6

Video calls can take place over Teams,
BlueJeans by Verizon, or Zoom
To use this feature, click the video icon next
to the message box in a messaging thread
From there, select which video conferencing
platform you’d like to use and share a unique
link to start a meeting now or later

Edit & Express Yourself in Chats
Users can now edit or delete messages that
they’ve sent

6

You can also now send emojis in messages
To do use these features, hover over a
message until you see a “...” pop-up, which will
give you the option to edit, delete, or to react
with an emoji
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To hover on mobile, simply press and hold or
double tap a message

Clean Your Inbox With Bulk Management
To make it easier to manage and organize your inbox, users can now select
multiple conversations at a time to archive, delete, or mark messages as read or
unread all at once 6
You can do this by clicking the “...” icon at the top right of the app on mobile
before selecting “manage conversations”
To perform the same actions on desktop, hover over a message to see the option
to select multiple messages
These features are meant to make it faster to organize your inbox and messages
without having to sort each message individually
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Group Chats
It's now easier for users to expand their message conversations by adding new
people in message threads

6

To add someone to a conversation, select the “...” icon in the top right-hand
corner of an existing conversation and click “new group chat”
When new people are added to a chat, the original conversation history will
remain private and not viewable to the new member
LinkedIn says this feature will help users connect with one another when making
an introduction, sharing news, or adding an expert into a conversation
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FACEBOOK
New Features
Facebook Business Suite
7
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This quarter, Facebook launched its new Facebook Business Suite, which is “a
single place across mobile and desktop for businesses to access the tools they
need to thrive across Facebook and Instagram”

7

In the Business Suite, businesses can post, schedule, message, access insights,
and manage ads for Instagram and Facebook in one place
After linking your Facebook and Instagram business accounts to the Business
Suite, you will be able to view updates like critical alerts, messages, comments,
and other activity on Facebook and Instagram without having to log in to each
platform separately
Users can also save personalized replies for commonly asked questions from their
customers to streamline their responses
To access Business Suite, log in to the Facebook account that's linked to your
business page. If eligible, you will automatically be redirected to Business Suite
when you visit business.facebook.com on desktop

Export Your Photos and Videos
Facebook has expanded its export tools to include Dropbox and Koofr

8

To export your Facebook media to Dropbox or Koofr, select 'Your Facebook
Information' in your Facebook settings and then choose where you would like to
export your photos
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Automated Captions
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To make video content more accessible and user-friendly, Facebook is making
improvements to its automatic closed captioning

9

Facebook now provides automatic captions for on-demand videos in 16 languages
Live video content in Facebook Live and Workplace Live now also has automatic
closed captions in English, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, and French
Facebook says that automatic captions are an important feature that help
“governments disseminate crucial public health information, and ensur[es] that
millions of viewers across the world –– whether they have hearing loss, or are just
watching where the audio is not available –– get the message”
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Facebook Campus
Facebook will be returning to
its roots with its new
Facebook Campus feature 1 0
This is a “college-only space
designed to help students
connect with fellow
classmates over shared
interests”
Facebook Campus will allow
college students to start
conversations with others in
their college community
In this section, students will
be able to discover Groups
and Events at their schools
and to connect with
classmates with similar
interests
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Content shared in Facebook Campus will stay within the Campus section and will
not bleed over into the main News Feed

Facebook Watch Topics
This quarter, Facebook made improvements to its video section, Facebook Watch,
by introducing a new “Your Topics” feature

11

This feature allows users to create a tailored feed with video content they want to
see based off of user-chosen topics
You can access the feature by clicking on the Profile icon in Facebook Watch on
mobile and then selecting “Your Topics” to view the categories from which you can
choose topics
Categories include Animals, Art & Design, Books, Education, Business, Fashion &
Style, Food, Games, History & Philosophy, Home & Garden, Movies, Music, Science,
and Sports
Inside these categories you can find more individual and specific topics to follow
You can unfollow topics at any time
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Facebook Music Videos
This summer, Facebook started
featuring official music videos on
its platform in the U.S. 1 2
Users can now discover, watch,
share, and comment on music
videos from their favorite artists
on the platform
The music videos will live in a new
‘Music’ section of Facebook Watch
Facebook plans to personalize this
page based on user tastes to make
it easier to watch and engage with
videos of artists they like
IMAGE: FACEBOOK

2020 Presidential Election
This September, Facebook announced new steps the
platform will take to “secure the integrity of the U.S.
elections” 1 3
These new provisions include:
Not accepting new political ads in the week
before the election
Removing posts that use OCVID-19 to
discourage people from voting
Labelling content that “seeks to delegitimize the
outcome of the election or discuss the legitimacy
of voting methods”
Labelling posts to direct people to official
election results in the event that any candidate
or campaign tries to declare victory before the
final results are in
IMAGE: FACEBOOK
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There is also a new Voting Information Center on Facebook and Instagram to
give users a place to find "the tools and information they need to make their
voices heard at the ballot box”

14

The center will connect users to “accurate and easy-to-find information about
voting where they live”
Facebook also says they will send notifications to users based on their age and
location so they can see relevant information based on their state
Information will be provided from state election officials and nonpartisan civic
organizations
The center will also help people navigate voting during COVID-19 and whether
they’re registered to vote (and if not, where you can register)
You can access the Voting Information Center through the main menu on
Facebook and Instagram

Messenger
Watch Together
In September, Facebook
announced the launch of Watch
Together, a feature that makes it
easy for users to enjoy Facebook
Watch videos with friends and
family in real-time through
Messenger video calls or in
Messenger Rooms 1 5
This feature allows users to
watch videos with up to eight
people on a Messenger video call
(or up to 50 people in Rooms)
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This feature is meant to “help you feel together even when you’re not”
To use this feature, start a Messenger video call or create a Messenger Room and
then select the ‘Watch Together’ option from the swipe-up access menu
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Forwarding Limits
To improve the safety protocols
on Messenger, Facebook has
introduced a new forwarding
limit on the app 1 6
You can now forward messages
to only five people or groups at a
time
This limit is meant to “slow the
spread of viral misinformation
and harmful content that has the
potential to cause real world
harm”
IMAGE: FACEBOOK

Privacy Settings
This quarter, Messenger
upgraded its privacy and security
features with a new ‘App Lock’
feature 1 7
App Lock “add[s] another layer of
security to your private
messages” and will help prevent
others from accessing your
messages
This feature uses your mobile
device’s privacy settings, like
fingerprint (touch ID) or face
authentication, to unlock the app
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Facebook says your face or fingerprint will not be transmitted to, or stored by,
the platform
You can find App Lock in the privacy setting section of Messenger
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Messenger Rooms
After launching its video conferencing feature, Messenger Rooms, last quarter,
Facebook has made some upgrades to the feature 1 8
Users can now use augmented reality effects during their video calls, like
“immersive 360-degree backgrounds and mood lighting filters”
Facebook also announced that they're introducing a new feature to let users use
their own photos and videos to customize their video backgrounds

IMAGE: FACEBOOK

Live Broadcasts
This quarter, Facebook combined Messenger Rooms with Facebook Live to give
users the ability to live-broadcast video calls with up to 50 participants

19

This update allows large audiences to watch a livestream in real time rather than
be part of the conversation, like they would be with Messenger Rooms
Facebook says this new feature is beneficial for events like speaker panels and
networking events that can't be held in-person due to the COVID-19 pandemic
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Pages
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Over the summer, Facebook started testing out a new look for Facebook Pages
With this new look, Pages will no longer have a “Like” button and a "Like" count
and will instead “offer a cleaner and more readable layout, and make it easier for
those who operate pages to actually use and manage them”

20

Changes to the look of Pages are meant to make it easier for visitors to access the
information they need
Instead of a Like button, the Page will only display a “Follow” button and follower
count to help Admins better understand their Page's true reach
Before, the Like button allowed people to show their appreciation for a Page as a
"fan," whereas followers are people who have chosen to receive updates from the
Page in their News Feeds
With the new look, Admins will be able to see insights about their Page on the
Page itself or in posts
The insights section will also include new insights like top-performing posts and
the Page’s overlapping audience with the Page’s Instagram account
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Events
This August, Facebook launched a feature to
allow businesses, creators, educators, and
media publishers to earn money from their
Facebook Events
Page owners can now set prices, collect
payments, promote events, and more all in
Facebook Live

21

This update is meant to help businesses and
creators connect with their customers and
audiences during this time of social
distancing
Facebook is also testing paid events with
Messenger Rooms for “more personal and
interactive gatherings” like expert talks,
trivia events, podcast recordings, boxing
matches, cooking classes, meet and greets,
and more
To use the paid events feature, Pages must
meet Facebook’s partner monetization
policies
Once they do, Pages can start charging for
IMAGE: FACEBOOK

online events
Facebook is waiving fees for paid online
events for at least the next year due to
COVID-19
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Facebook Ads
After announcing new ad limits per Page in October 2019, Facebook has further
broken down the number of ads that Pages can run to “help advertisers reduce
costs and improve ad performance”

22

The limit on the number of ads each Page can run at once will be determined by
an advertiser’s size under four tiers:
Small to medium sized Pages (advertising <$100K in their highest spending
month in the last 12 months) are limited to 250 ads per page
Medium to large sized Pages (advertising $100K to $1M in their highest
spending month in the last 12 months) have a 1,000 ads-per-Page limit
Larger Pages (advertising $1M to $10M in their highest spending month in
the last 12 months) have a 5,000 ads-per-Page limit
Largest Pages (advertising >$10M in their highest spending month in the last
12 months) are limited to 20,000 ads per Page
These limits will come into effect gradually between February and Summer of
2021

Coming Soon
Subscription Linking
This quarter, Facebook began testing a new feature to improve user experience
with content from publishers who have a paid subscription model

23

This feature would identify users who subscribe to one of Facebook's partner
publishers and then prompt them to link their news account to their Facebook
account
This feature would allow users to read content on Facebook without hitting a
paywall or having to log in multiple times
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TWITTER
New Features
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Tweets with Context
To make it easier for users to immediately understand what certain tweets are
talking about, Twitter has been working on ways to bring more context to tweets
As part of this effort, Twitter has started adding labels on tweets, accounts,
curated pages, like Moments; and articles on the Trends page
To help users understand why certain topics are trending, the platform has also
started adding pinned tweets and descriptions to “provide straightforward,
clearly sourced context"

Conversation Settings
After testing conversation settings last quarter, Twitter has officially rolled out
the feature to everyone

25

You can now choose who can reply to your tweet from three options:
Everyone
Only people you follow
Only people you mention
If users are unable to reply based on your settings, the reply option will appear
greyed out
Those who can’t reply to your tweet can still retweet, retweet with comment,
share, and like the tweet

24
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Desktop DMs
This quarter, Twitter made it easier than ever to send direct messages on the
desktop version of its platform 26
This social network has started to roll out a new Direct Messaging box that
appears in the bottom right of your screen, like it does on Facebook and LinkedIn
This allows users to chat as they scroll through their timelines without leaving
their screen

Elections
To “empower more people to join in the conversation, participate confidently,
and make their voices heard” during the 2020 Election, Twitter has launched a
new U.S. Election Hub 27
The hub is meant to “make it easy
to find reliable news and
information”
Twitter also expanded their
policies around election
misinformation and now requires
election-related accounts to
increase their security

19

They have also partnered with
National Voter Registration Day
to encourage people to vote and
confirm their registration through
new timeline prompts
The election hub also includes:

28
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News in English and Spanish by reputable news outlets or Twitter’s curation
team
Live streams of major election events
A tool that shows candidates for U.S. House, U.S. Senate, and governor with
an Election Label in your state
Voter education PSAs
Localized news and resources by state
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Coming Soon
Quote Tweet Counts

This quarter, Twitter started testing a new “Quotes” or “Quotes Retweets” count on
29
the bottom of tweets
This feature measures how many people have re-tweeted a tweet while adding a
comment and would show up next to the “Likes” and “Re-Tweets” metrics
When announcing the test, Twitter said they are making these kinds of tweets easier to
find because “Tweets about a Tweet add more to the conversation"

Voice DMs

After releasing voice tweets earlier this year, Twitter is now working to bring the
30
feature to Direct Messaging
According to Pocket-lint, Twitter is testing a new feature that would let users record
and send audio recording through DMs
This feature would allow users to speak their messages instead of typing them out
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INSTAGRAM
New Features
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Instagram Reels
This quarter, Instagram launched a new feature to take on the increasingly
popular TikTok 31
The new feature, called Instagram Reels, is “a new way to create and discover
short, entertaining videos on Instagram" that will give users "new ways to
express themselves, discover more of what they love on Instagram and help
anyone with the ambition of becoming a creator take center stage”
With Instagram Reels, users can create videos to share on the platform by
recording and editing 15-second “multi-clip” videos using audio, effects, and “new
creative tools”
The Reels can appear in your feed, DMs, and Stories — and through the Explore
page, should you choose
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Suggested Posts

To keep you scrolling longer, Instagram has
added a new section at the end of Instagram
32
Feeds
Instead of seeing “You’re All Caught Up”
when you've seen all new content from your
feed, users will now see suggestions with
“new, organic posts for users to view as well
as ads”
According to TechCrunch, this feature
allows users to find more content from
other users they might be interested in and
provides advertisers with another
opportunity to reach viewers

Pinned Comment
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Instagram is rolling out a feature that gives users the option to pin comments to the top of
their comment feeds on posts 33
You can now pin up to three comments to the top of a comment thread to “better control
the tone of the comment thread through highlighting positivity and moderating more
negative and abusive responses that show up below the pinned comment”
To pin a comment, swipe left on it to reveal comment options, which include reporting,
deleting, replying, and pinning

Stories
Instagram might change the way you browse Stories on its platform in the near future 34
According to TechCrunch, the platform is testing a new way to showcase Stories in the
app
The feature allows Instagram users to see more Stories on their home screen and in a
new Stories-only area of the app
Now two rows of Stories will appear at the top of users' feeds (instead of one row)
This row will also include a new “See All Stories” button to take users to a screen with all
Stories listed
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